SACO’s Serviced Apartment Partner business
Global reach, yet local touch, that’s
the SACO approach to helping people
feel at home and belong wherever they
have to be based around the world.
SACO’s partners are all serviced
apartment operators which have
been carefully chosen and selected
based on the exacting standards and
knowledge of serviced apartments
we have developed over the years we
have been in business.
What to expect from a SACO partner:

Some might call us an agent
– and we are happy to accept
that label

An expert in their local market, readily sharing

Working with these partners enables SACO to offer

their knowledge and information with SACO

access to over 30,000 serviced apartments across

and of course providing that very important local

220 global destinations. Based in the UK, the SACO

touch and hospitality when guests arrive to stay

Reservations team is available 24/7 to receive

Excellent apartments with high quality
furnishings and equipment and stylish look and
feel in safe and secure locations

enquiries for any global location. Once a client’s
requirements are fully understood, the team works
quickly to source the best accommodation solution
by researching the extensive database of partners.

Fast and efficient response to enquiries and
bookings
A commitment to offering SACO the most
competitive rates
The same values, ethos and desires as SACO
with a passion that serviced apartments truly
offer a better way to stay away

In fact, most of our partners
are really an extension of the
SACO team, working with us
to deliver an effortless global
accommodation service for our
guests and clients

220
Over

key business
destinations in 50
countries across the
world

Each partner is checked against an exacting range of quality standards. This information and local knowledge is then
simplified into SACO’s straightforward tiering system – which enables our teams to easily assist and ensure the right
apartment and location is offered to match a client’s requirement.
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Tier 4 partners

Partners meet all required quality assurances

Often these are brand new partners to SACO, standards

and standards. They tend to be in key business

may be variable and will be highlighted if offered

locations where there is generally a high demand for

as an option. Typically these partners are identified

accommodation. SACO has a well-established and

and researched based on a client’s adhoc location

excellent relationship with each partner.

requirement and have not completed the full Partner
Sourcing Process.

Tier 3 partners
Partners meet most required standards and processes.
Demand for the location can vary and elements of the
Partner Sourcing Process are still in progress.
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